
The Meta-Sync Process Audio CD set. 

A Proprietary Combination 

Of Energy Frequencies 

This unique self-healing program not only utilizes state of the art self-healing 

integrative therapies and interventions on a one to one basis, but also includes the 

powerful therapeutic synchronization effect of a combination of audio healing 

frequencies, hypnotic suggestion, meditation calling in help from higher realms, and 

speaking directly to energy flow, organs and cells to transform negative patterns and 

subconscious memories., integrating body, mind, emotions, spirit and environment to 

achieve coherence and wholeness. 

Explanation of how the audio’s work… 

 Starting with a foundational component of binaural beats: 

A binaural beat is created by playing a different tone in each ear. The beats produce two 

sound waves that the brain hears simultaneously, which changes the electrical patterns 

produced by your mind and stimulates it in a very pleasant, relaxing way. 

On a very recent Dr. Oz show, to demonstrate these effects, expert guest and neurosurgeon 

Dr. Eben Alexander had a woman listen to binaural beats through headphones for 20 minutes 

while an EEG (electroencephalography) measured changes in her brain’s electrical activity.  

As seen on side-by-side brain scans while listening to binaural beats (right), the deep rifts and 

big mounds associated with stress have gone away and flattened completely on the lower 

scan, showing the brain’s calming reaction to binaural beats.  

Even Zen masters who meditate everyday for many hours are turning to binaural beats 

because they can relax on a much deeper level and get even more health benefits than regular 

meditation alone.  

The discovery of a push-button technology that will put you into an anti-stress state or what 

Dr. Oz and Dr. Alexander call deep relaxation – deeper than you can get to on your own – is 

what we need to begin to open ourselves and heal.  

 

 



 

Dr. Oz 

 

 

“We’re now beginning to understand things that we knew in our hearts are true but we could 

never measure.  

As we get a better understanding of how little we know about the body, we begin to realize 

that the next big frontier in medicine is energy medicine.“ It’s not the mechanistic part of the 

joints moving. It’s not the chemistry of our body. It’s understanding for the first time how 

energy greatly influences how we feel.” 

– Dr. Oz  

That’s How “The Meta-

Sync Process” 

Was Born… 

The Meta-Sync Process is my newest and most effective Integrative Self-Healing Program 

and includes this transformational, cutting edge push button healing system. It was designed 



based off the hundreds of research studies proving the life-changing benefits of 

reprogramming your cellular memories. We’re taking it up another level and reprogramming 

those cellular memories even faster with advanced brain entrainment technology.  

Many people think programs like this are made to make you “feel better”.  

That’s not true.  

The Meta-Sync Process was designed to literally reshape your cells from the inside out 

so you BECOME better… physically, emotionally, and spiritually.  

 

Specifically, it was created to help 

you… 
 Unlock Your Healing Potential – Your cells are currently being “held hostage” by 

internal belief systems causing chaos within your energy levels. The Master Key 

helps to unlock these deep-rooted, negative beliefs and free your cells to heal 

themselves naturally and more efficiently.  

 Prevent Future Internal Stress & Disease – By eliminating the chaos within your 

energetic field, you automatically become more resistant to future stress and disease 

so you can continue living your life with a new “shield” surrounding you and your 

health.  

 Re-energize Your Immune System – The worse your cellular memories are, the 

weaker your immune system is. As you reprogram your cellular memories from 

negative and abnormal to positive and healthy, you add a new spark and vigor to your 

delicate immune system!  

 Awaken Your Spirit – A mind filled with negative beliefs and thoughts has a 

“narrow as a nail” window for peace, joy, happiness, gratitude, health and hope. As 

you remove the negative blocks and chaotic hertz, you allow room for more positive, 

harmonious energy to fill your mind, body and spirit.  

 Build A Higher Stress Threshold – As you begin to reprogram your cellular 

memories, they become stronger and more resilient to everyday stresses like road-



raged drivers… cranky bosses… and screaming kids. You’ll notice that each day 

becomes more peaceful, automatically!  

 

The best part? 

Anybody can do this. It requires no special skills, talents, age, or any other requirement. If 

you know how to turn on your computer then you can simply and easily access specific 

words, soundwaves and images which penetrate your subconscious mind the videos and 

audio tracks which contains through the for real, lasting change. 

 

 

Committing to self-healing using this program means you also receive free 

audio CD’s to assist in your progress.   These Cd’s have been specifically 

designed to both teach you certain concepts of self-healing, so you can 

understand the new paradigm, plus they also contain a very powerful hypnotic 

meditation track containing the technology of binerial beats which scientific 

research has demonstrated will bypass the subconscious shield and affect 

directly your negative programming, dissolve old negative patterns and 

integrate you back to full health and wholeness. 

Audio #1  

Setting our intention at the highest level daily-In this audio we talk about 

setting our intention at the highest level daily by stating "I synchronize my 

intention to be the same as divine intention." Then we meditate to improve 

our unique connection with divine for healing our physical, thought, and 

emotional body. We ask for divine healing energy for our organs, chakras  and 

acupuncture meridian lines to recharge our self. 

We ask ascended masters, and archangels to join us during the meditation. 

Experience guided meditation and gain access to a highly energized divine 

energy emission to open the heart and receive the joy and abundance of life. 

Please have water next to you to absorb the energy. 



 Audio #2  

Healing Energy for Organs and systems in the body. We journey through the 

body asking each organ what it needs to be whole, and offering it Divine 

Integration.  In this audio we talk about the purpose of asking for divine 

healing energy for organs such as Heart, Liver, Gall Bladder, kidney, Spleen, 

Pancreas etc. Then we meditate to improve our unique connection with divine 

for healing our physical, thought, and emotional body. 

We ask for divine healing energy for our organs, chakras  and acupuncture 

meridian lines to recharge ourself. We ask ascended masters, and archangels 

to join us during the meditation. Experience guided meditation and gain access 

to a highly energized divine energy emission to open the heart and receive the 

joy and abundance of life. Please have water next to you to absorb the energy. 

 Audio #3  

Recharge 14 acupuncture meridian lines - In this audio we talk about the 

purpose of our 14 acupuncture meridians, how they work and how blocked 

energy and disharmony cause  dis-ease. Then we meditate to improve our 

unique connection with divine for healing our physical, thought, and emotional 

body. We ask for divine healing energy for our organs and acupuncture 

meridian lines to recharge ourself. We ask ascended masters, and archangels 

to join us during the meditation. Experience guided meditation and gain access 

to a highly energized divine energy emission to open the heart and receive the 

joy and abundance of life. Please have water next to you to absorb the energy. 



 Audio #4  

Do You feel Alone? -There are times in our life that we may feel alone. We may 

be with our family and friends and yet feel lonely. Let’s talk about the most 

important issue....our inner feelings. Nothing is as important as this. How we 

feel within affects everything else in our life. God/Source has not abandoned 

us nor is God/Source ignoring us. 

God/Source has allowed us to feel somewhat lost so that we can find our way 

home---to our true self----to the truth that is us. We discuss this in more detail 

and provide practical and meditative techniques to heal our sense of feeling 

alone. 

 Audio #5  

We discuss the anatomy of our subtle energetic body, its function and 

meaning.    

It is one of the components of an esoteric description of the 'subtle body', 

which consists of nadis (energy channels), chakras (psychic centres), prana 

(subtle energy), and bindu (drops of essence). This energy is the natural energy 

of the Self, where Self is the universal consciousness present in every living 

creature. 

We discuss this concept in more detail and provide a practical meditation 

technique to experience the healing energetic expansion and the sacred 

message of the body as a symbol. 



 Audio#6  

Yin Yang Meditation Healing Technique. Symbols are quite unique and 

represent an in-depth meaning when they have been around for many 

millenniums and practiced extensively. Yin and Yang is one of those symbols, 

literally meaning "dark and light", is used to describe how polar opposites or 

seemingly contrary forces are interconnected and interdependent in the 

natural world. How they give rise to each other in turn and balance one 

another. It is our ability to maintain our excitement when we think everything 

is going wrong, to find the golden nugget and experience the light at the end of 

tunnel. 

When we think everything is going so well and great to recognize the 

potentiality of reverse order and maintain ourselves in most stable ground to 

prevent disaster.  

The symbol of yin-yang helps us to recognize the harmonious balance within 

the opposites. We discuss this concept in more detail and provide a practical 

meditation technique to experience the healing energetic expansion and the 

sacred message of this symbol. 

What people like most about it is the… 

Automatic Healing As You Relax On 

Your Couch 

 

All that’s required is a set of headphones and a computer or tablet device (which you already 

have since you’re reading this!) Just sit back in your favorite spot (couch, patio, pool, etc.), 

turn on the audios and let our advanced technology entrain your brain to gently whisk away 

the stress and chaotic hertz causing the problems you’re currently facing.  



 

 

Supercharge Your Other Therapies 

For Better… Faster Results 
These audio programs will supercharge the effects of your other therapies and interventions 

by altering your unconscious programming, dissolving negative programming and 

reprogramming your mind with health affirming thoughts feelings and emotions while you 

relax.. 

The Meta-Sync Program Doesn’t 

“Cure Diseases”… 

It Does Something Even Better! 

Most treatments out there today focus on “curing diseases”. 

In my expert opinion, this is the exact opposite of what’s most effective. Killing cancer with 

radiation isn’t effective because even if you somehow manage to eliminate the cancer, you 

end up with recurring bouts because what’s causing the cancer is still there!  

What’s more effective is fixing the underlying problem which is causing the disease. In this 

case, The Meta-Sync Program heals the cellular memories which are wreaking havoc on your 

health, happiness, and life by hanging your energy field and cellular memory.. These cellular 

memories exist on a subconscious level and the only way to “break through” is permeating 

the subconscious with Binaural Beats combined with our advanced technology of adding 

specific sounds, images and words to reprogramming the cellular memories frequencies 

causing your problems.  



 

 

Plus, it… 

Shifts your mind, body, and spirit into the deepest levels of calm and relaxation to create a 

STRESS-FREE state (at the cellular level) which is nearly impossible to achieve on your 

own…  

 Opens hidden immune systems of the mind, body, and spirit, thus making it possible 

to heal not only physical disease, but also dysfunctional thoughts and emotions that 

keeps a person from reaching their highest potential in health, happiness, and 

success…  

 Reprograms unhealthy cells into healthy ones, thus healing abnormality at the root of 

most physical, mental, and spiritual health problems without the use of drugs, surgery, 

or other medical intervention…  

 Automatically unlocks spontaneous self-healing and self-growth in the cells, thereby 

making maximum health possible…  

 Awakens the spirit – so you feel far more love, joy, peace, happiness, gratitude, 

success, hope, achievement, and other positive experiences in your life.  

This is the reason The Meta-Sync Process has already been a revolutionary 

breakthrough in the science of healing.  

 


